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ABSTRACT
One of the main problems in production process of composite curly sheet process is long time
duration of impregnability of needle mat to resin operation and high costs of this operation.
Increased time of impregnability operation in production process caused the occurrence of ravine
and consequently the output amount of production line is dramatically reduced. Removing ravine
or reducing its time, has direct effect on production increase therefore the cost price of final
product will decrease too. In this article first by using design of experiment technique, the
effective factors on reducing operation time in production process are identified, in next stage,
appropriate functions for variables of time respond and direct cost of impregnability operation was
processed as separated on each agent level. Then, using multiple objective design making
techniques, optimum levels of each factor for each formed model was determined and finally, the
best achieved answer from processed models is chosen as optimum final answer. Model
sensitiveness toward changes in importance degree of each of the aims is also analyzed and
studied in comparison with each other.

1. Introduction
composite industry is one of growing industries in producing polymer products. Today, because
of advantages of composite in comparison with metals, this industry has expanded dramatically
for instance utilization of composite parts in vehicle making industry.
Most of the parts used in different industries are metallic. But metals have limitations that made
the way in industry open for composite parts. Composites used in vehicle industry are mostly
from composites of polymer field. These composites are made of thermo set and thermoplastic
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which are enforced by fiberglass. The range of utilization of composites empowered by
fiberglass is very vast so that today these spectrums of parts are used vastly in vehicle making,
navy and airplane making industry. Of the advantages of using these parts we can mention their
light weight, easy production, corrosion resistance, low investment and high mechanical
properties. Diba Fiberglass Company in direction of expansion of products and creating subset
industries has put a kind of composite curly sheet with needle mat enforcement with density of
450 g/sq.m in its productions. For this reason after some months of production beginning and
passing the experimental production phase and calibration and setting up measuring system
analysis and statistical process control, some problems are observed in production process of
this part, the most important of which is the long time of needle mat impregnability operation to
resin that will cause ravine in production process of this product.
In the first section of this research first, using stages of design of experiments technique, the
effective factors on increased needle mat saturability time to resin will be identified.
Considering various costs of compound in composite, in addition to time cost is also considered
in answer of experiments. The variance of appropriate functions are extracted from the charts
and the validity of achieved models are studied. Then by one of the multiple objective problems
solving methods- LP- metric, time target functions, and material combination cost and optimum
answer of final model will be achieved using Lingo optimizing software. This phase is the
response surface methodology in which optimum level of each of these factors is identified for
reaching the optimum conditions by simultaneous considering of two objectives, decreasing the
impregnability time and production cost (costs of used raw materials and costs of machine lost
opportunity). Considering specifying two objectives for decision making easiness, at the end of
the research, analysis on sensitiveness on importance degree of objectives in comparison with
each other will take place and the results will be drawn in a diagram. The methods for
presenting the experiment have wide application in many of systems. In fact experiment can be
considered as a part of scientific process and as one of the ways for learning how systems work
with processes. The general purpose in regression technique and experiments designing is
making a model for the system under evaluation. Here, the discussion of design of experiments
is very important and in fact is one of basis for solving the problem and model making for it. In
simple and brief language, choosing the points amongst which the factor levels should be set.
Initial basis of this branch of statistics was created by Fisher. He being one of researchers of
Statistics Institute of Cambridge University got interested in using statistical methods in
agricultural experiments. His main goal was to estimate the optimum amount of water, sunshine,
fertilizer, rain and needed soil condition for producing the best yield using this method. A
branch of this science that perform the study on important factors in controlling quality
particulars of manufactured product and determining the best compound of these factors for
optimizing the product or the process is called factorial designs. In this design all main and
counter effects of factors are considered and all factors and levels can be evaluated. But the
performance time and observations number needed for analysis are increased Akhavan Niaki, et
al.(2006). In most of industries the effective and correct utilization of statistical design of
experiments is considered as the key for output increase, variability decrease, decrease in delay
times of design and product expansion and therefore customer satisfaction. In other words by
correct utilizing of design of experiments in expansion of production process we can reduce
production time and costs and reach to processes and product that have better function and
higher reliability in their type Montgomery, Duglas (2006). In recent years using design of
experiments techniques and optimizing by respond surface methodology has expanded vastly
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Montgomery, Duglas (2008), the previous performed researches in optimizing welding process
Valtair, et al.(2009). optimizing multi answer statistical problems Pasandideh (2004). and
simulation of solving statistical problems has tried to use simulation methods and using
desirability functions method but in this research the method of weighting the objective and
creating a single target function from the answers set so that at the time of optimizing by
compiling some target functions, each should be minimized or maximized, a single target
function will be achieved that by weighting method and creating metric of LP function should
be minimized, this method has less been considered previously. In previous literature using
statistical methods and using functions’ particulars, the optimizing has taken place which is an
advantage for this research. About the subject’s background, no article related to performed
work was found in valid internal magazines and available electronic magazines. Of course in
other matters such as optimizing processes in composite compounds, Chao and Hoang, (1997)
used Tagochi method for optimizing compounds. Lane and Canada, (2004), for quality
improvement of injective products, used design of experiment method. Elagomorty and
palaniraga,( 2006) used design of experiments method for finding effective factors on milling
component materials Alagumurthi, et al.(2006). And finally Yung-Kuang Yang, (2006) offered
the optimizing mould injection process using design of experiment method. In recent article
optimizing the injection molding process of fiberglass and enforced polycarbonate compound
has been performed by Tagochi method. In mentioned articles mostly compound quality is
considered and optimal levels of compounding materials are obtained using design of
experiments.

2. Problem Explanation
Basic problem in producing composite curly sheet product with needle mat enforcement is
long process of impregnability of needle mat to compound resin with catalyzer, which will
create ravine in manufacturing process of the product, that according to process flow diagram
(attached fig. 2) product manufacturing process, this operation is numbered with element no. 16.
In this research we try to identify factors effective on increasing the operation time for needle
mat saturation to resin and by designing experiments for different levels, effect of each of
factors on the time of product saturation and costs of material compound (as the variables of the
answer) optimum level of each of effective factors for simultaneous optimizing of both answer
variables were determined.

2.1.

Determining Factors Levels

The first factor (resin types) was a quality variable and is used in three levels (types) of
production 1, 2, and 3 in manufacturing process, second factor (weight compound percent of
resin in ratio to fiberglass) as a quantity variable in two levels of 60% and 80% and finally the
third factor, weight compound percent of catalyzer (folic acid) in ratio to fiberglass as the
second quantity variable in two levels of 1% and 3% are experimented. Quantitative factors
levels are offered in chart no. 1 in brief.
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Determining Answer Variable (Dependent Variables)

According to the poll performed among experts and manufacturing professional individuals,
optimal condition is that the two following objectives get fulfilled as much as possible:

1) Minimum time of needle mat impregnability to resin.
2) Minimum production costs (utilized raw materials, cost for lost time of
machineries).
2.3.

Effective Factors (Independent Variables)

The most important effective and controllable factors on answer variables are:
1- The type of resin used (A)
2- The weight ratio of resin to fiberglass (B)
3- The weight ratio of catalyzer (Folic Acid) to fiberglass) (C)
Table 1.

levels of quantitative factors of experiment

Independent variable

Low limit

High limit

Resin weight ratio (B)

(-1)30%

(+1)60%

Catalyzer weight ratio (C)

(-1)1%

(+1)3%

3. Determining Design for Experiments
Considering that the first factor is a qualitative variable, therefore for using mathematical
models (linear or non-linear functions) by destroying this factor (resin type) we change the
problem into three problem of design of experiments each including 2 quantitative factor with
two levels (explaining a problem for each type of resin). Therefore for each of mentioned
problems, factorial design 22 with 4 repetitions for executing experiments is chosen. It should
be mentioned that for minimizing the uncontrollable effects, the experiments are performed
completely on random, therefore totally 48 experiments obtained in laboratory environment
with sequence obtained from creating random numbers are performed and the results of answer
variables of impregnability time and production costs was recorded in book. For instance, chart
(2) shows the experiment answer in using first type resin.
Table 2.

answer variables quantities for different experiments in case of using resin type A

Experiment
number

Experiment
arrangement

Resin weight
ratio

Catalyzer
weight ratio

Time answer
(second)

Cost answer
(Rls)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

9
1
6
10
12
2
15
5
13
14

-1
-1
1
1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
1

-1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
-1

17.55
17.86
15.11
14.94
13.65
14.36
15.84
17.42
18.23
15.16

13063
13068
13627
13624
17605
13615
17046
13061
13073
13627
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answer variables quantities for different experiments in case of using resin type A

Experiment
number

Experiment
arrangement

Resin weight
ratio

Catalyzer
weight ratio

Time answer
(second)

Cost answer
(Rls)

11
12
13
14
15
16

16
7
3
8
11
4

1
-1
-1
1
-1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

13.89
16.42
16.03
14.01
15.91
14.44

17608
17038
17039
17610
17040
17617

It should be mentioned that for calculating cost the following equation was used:(a+(b×15))=
operation cost for one unit (Rls.)
a: is the materials cost utilized for impregnating one unit of product (Rls.)
b: time of performing operation for one unit of product (second)
15: value of each second of the considered machinery in Rls.
Note: In this paper Statistical analysis was performed using Minitab 16 software. All
calculations related to estimation of various effects, sum of squares and freedom degree for two
answers of time and cost for various levels of qualitative factor (resin types) was performed. In
this article, the procedure of completed stages for one of the levels of qualitative factor (resin
type A) is performed and is mentioned later and for other levels was performed in the same way.

4. Processed Regression Models for Answer Variants in Using Resin Type A
The chart of main effects on answer variable of impregnability time (attached) shows that
increasing the amount of resin weight percent and catalyzer percent, impregnability time will be
reduced and reduction changes about weight percent of resin is higher than catalyzer percent.
Studying this graph about costs answer variation shows the reverse results of time results and in
general we can say that the results of two variants of time and costs are against each other. It is
the answers are somehow in contrast. Considering the charts of variance analysis (Table 3 & 4)
obtained with 5 percent error, both factors and inter-effects of two factors are considered
affective therefore the obtained model for impregnability time answer variation is as follows:
T1(X)=-1.231x1-0.625x2+0.205x1 x2+15.676
And regression model obtained for answer variation of material combination costs of one unit
of product is as follows:
C1(X)= 281.6x1+ 1990.3x2+3.1x1 x2 +15335.1
The predictor chart (that tests the supposition of being zero for each function separately)
shows the ratio of P and the match T for each function. From what observed in chart about
functions we find that functions x1, x2, and x1* x2 are different from zero.
Therefore all functions are important at meaningful level. Variance analysis chart (that tests
hypothesis of all functions being zero) reports the ratio of F equal to 101.13. Amount of the
match P is 0.000, so we can conclude that at least one of the functions is opposed to zero in
desirable meaningful level. Therefore these two charts have no contradiction with each other.
This model will explain 94% of variants. Since repetition is used in experiments, answer
function desirability experiment can be executed. Considering variance analysis results for lack
of processed experiment we conclude that answer function is appropriate (P-value=0).
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Therefore there is no need to consider second degree effect of resin and catalyzer percent for
model and complicating function essence for analysis.
In other cases of experiment, this analysis took place too and considering appropriateness of
obtained models, the second degree of quantitative factor is not added to the model.
Table 3. factors variance analysis for the variant of answer variant impregnability time for resin type A
Changes source

Total squares

Freedom degree

Squares average

F index

Meaningful ?

(X1)*

3.4

1

3.4

4.27

Yes

(X2)**

41.86

1

41.86

52.47

Yes

(X1* X2)

125.22

1

125.22

125.22

Yes

Error (E)

9.57

12

0.8

--

--

Total (T)

180.5

15

--

--

--

Table 4.
Changes source

factors variance analysis for answer variant of material compound cost in resin A
Total squares

Freedom degree

Squares average

F index

Meaningful ?

(X1)*

1267313

1

1267313

52759

Yes

(X2)**

63386463

1

63386463

263893
7

Yes

(X1* X2)

162

1

162

6.77

Yes

Error (E)

288

12

24

--

--

Total (T)

64657227

15

--

--

--

(X1)*: weight compound ratio of resin to fiberglass
(X2)**: catalyzer weight compound ratio to fiberglass

4.1.

Studying Model Sufficiency

Supposing that errors have normal distribution with zero average, we can evaluate the model
sufficiency by drawing the graph of remaining normal probability if this diagram inclines to
straight line. Therefore considering the diagram of enclosed Figure 1, we can find the
sufficiency of processed model. In all performed experiments (three types of resin) the
mentioned diagrams show the model sufficiency.

4.2.

Analysis of variance error

In case of lack of structure in observed dispersion diagram (ei) against quantities of first
answer (time) and second answer (cost) we accept (Attached Figure 1) that the model is correct.
As observed, the observed dispersion diagrams in all three types of resin do not show specific
procedure therefore the obtained models are valid. The meaning of lack of structure is that the
remainder quantities do not increase considerably by increased quantity of Yi, otherwise the
error variance is not fixed and there will be doubt about the validity of variance fixation
supposition.
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5. Solve and optimizing the Problem
Considering the obtained regression models we are about to decrease and minimize two target
functions. For this purpose one of multi objective decision making methods is used for
optimizing two objectives. The used method is LP-metric. Target functions using LP-metric
method are explained as follows and should be minimized:
Min z = W1 [

] + W2 [

]

(1)

W1 and w2 of weight is relative importance of criteria for each other that is considered equal
in first stage. T* and c* are desirable and optimized quantities of time and cost, considering the
obtained data from comparisons performed by product consumers and also present standards in
this field and the view of professional experts the desirable quantities for parameters T* and c*
are: 12 seconds for time and Rls. 12.000 for costs. Therefore:
Min z = .5  [

] + .5  [

]

(2)

If we can minimize the above target minimize the above target function it means that we have
made the distance of desirable quantities from anticipated quantities under li experiment to
minimum. Considering the obtained results it is observed that while relative importance of time
and cost is equal, resin type A will give the best answer according to time and cost with weight
compound percent of 80 percent resin and catalyzer percent 10 percent.
6. Results and Conclusion
In this article, time and cost of needle mat impregnability with resin was studied in frame
work of design of experiments technique. The used design is factorial design 22 with 4
repetitions which was experimented in three qualitative level (three types of resin). Using
variance analysis chart in level a= 0.05, the appropriate regression function for two variants of
time and cost was processed. Considering simultaneous consideration of two answers, the
multiple objective decision making LP-metric method was chosen. The obtained result from
solving three target functions show that using resin type one is the best possible state when
parameters are in condition of x1=0.6 (weight ratio of resin) and x2= 0.01 (catalyzer weight
ratio) and if relative importance of time and cost is considered equal, (WT= Wc) is the best state
and both answer variants (time and cost) are minimized in it. It is recommended for future
researches for making the obtained results more accurate and reducing error, other multiple
objective decision making methods which are based on decision making (DM) information
exchange and analyzer be used. Among mentioned methods we can name ideal planning method
and destination access method. Considering the introduced criteria in product quality discussion
we can add quality answer variants in addition to variants of time and cost answer and optimize
the problem simultaneously for three objectives. Design of experiment was performed without
adding central points in this research. For future researches it is recommended to expand
obtained models by adding central points.
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8. Enclosure

Fig 1.

Model Sufficiency diagrams in resin type A
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